Discover Egypt’s ancient treasures on this thrilling journey!

Let us arrange your flights!

Accommodations
- 1 night in Cairo
- 3 nights at the Sonesta Nile cruise boat
- 1 night in Luxor
- 1 night in Aswan
- Package includes: lodging and taxes, most meals, all travel and/or ground transportation, and the company of an Egyptologist, travel director, or a cruise guide.

Your One-in-a-Lifetime Journey
- Flights: subject only to penalties assessed by the airlines if reservations are changed or cancelled. The airlines and other transportation companies concerned shall constitute the sole contract between the company(ies) and/or their agents and/or sub-agents, and AHI Travel is not a party to such contracts. In case of non-refundable or unused flights, bag and personal baggage, personal gratuities, and laundry shall constitute the sole contract between the company(ies) and/or their agents and/or sub-agents, and AHI Travel is not a party to such contracts. In case of non-refundable or unused flights, bag and personal baggage, personal gratuities, and laundry shall constitute the sole contract between the company(ies) and/or their agents and/or sub-agents, and AHI Travel is not a party to such contracts.

Experiences
- Visit to the Great Pyramid of Giza, the Sphinx, and the Valley of the Kings.
- Cruise on the Nile, passing through Aswan, Luxor, and Cairo.
- Visit to the Temple of Philae, Karnak, Luxor.
- Visit to the Temple of Hatshepsut, Deir el-Bahari.
- Visit to the Temple of Abu Simbel.

Cruise 
- Accommodations onboard the Nile cruise boat: Sonesta Nile (or similar).
- Meals: All-inclusive dining, including breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
- Transfers: Included from and to Luxor; the Valley of the Kings.

Single Accommodations
- Full Legal Name (exactly as it appears on passport)
- City: ______________________________________________________________________
- State: _____________________________________________________________________
- Zip: ______________________________________________________________________
- Email: ____________________________________________________________________
- Phone: ___________________________________________________________________

AHI Travel
- AHI: 800-323-7373
- www.alumni.jhu.edu

Land & Cruise Program
- Category Check: Full Price $3,595
- Special Savings $3,395
- Special Prior: $1,595

Land Program
- Category Check: Full Price $3,095
- Special Savings $2,895
- Special Prior: $1,595

Cruise Program
- Category Check: Full Price $2,995
- Special Savings $2,795
- Special Prior: $1,595

Program Dates
- AHI Program dates: January 14-25, 2020
- Land & Cruise Program: January 14-25, 2020

Program Information, Discounts, and Pricing
- For more information, visit www.alumni.jhu.edu, call AHI at 800-323-7373, or contact your Travel Consultant.

Travel Information
- Travel Consultant: David Keene, AHI Travel, 8550 W. Bryn Mawr Avenue, Chicago, IL 60631
- Phone: 800-323-7373
- Email: david.keene@alumni.jhu.edu

Price Guarantee
- All prices quoted are in USD, per person, based on double occupancy and all-inclusive basis. Single accommodations are an additional $1,595 (limited availability).

INS
- AHI: 800-323-7373
- www.alumni.jhu.edu

Legends of the Nile
- AHI: 800-323-7373
- www.alumni.jhu.edu

Active Travel
- AHI: 800-323-7373
- www.alumni.jhu.edu

January 14-25, 2020 with Professor Steven David

Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Discover the dazzling treasures of Egypt that await you on this once-in-a-lifetime journey. From your reservation to your return home, we are here to ensure you have the adventure of a lifetime.

Let us arrange your flights!

AHI: 800-323-7373

January 14-25, 2020

The Great Pyramid, Giza

Signature___________________________________________ Date_________________
Above and cover photo: Giza banks, beauty along the Nile’s edge. Revel in the delightful scenes before your eyes. Contemplate the Great Pyramids, the dazzling treasures. Stand in awe in a hushed temple in Abu Simbel. Ramses II at the temple of the ancient sites. Egyptologist Dr. Seher Mostafa, most curious about with the ancient world. Discuss what you are reading.

A World Apart

The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized attention and care you’ll receive from your Egyptologist, Dr. Seher Mostafa. A native Egyptian, she offers you a wealth of knowledge throughout your entire journey and important insights by creating a convivial, welcoming atmosphere. She’s designed for people who are in good health and can comfortably participate in moderate activity levels, including walking on cobblestones, unpaved paths, and climbing stairs. The tour includes an overnight in the signing area above the ship’s lounge and an exclusive visit specially arranged for you.
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Dear Johns Hopkins Alumnae and Alumni,

Discover the dazzling treasures of Egypt that await you on this 10-night journey focused on the antiquities of the Nile. Visit sites that have inspired humanity’s collective imagination for over 5,000 years. As you travel along the vibrant Nile River, you’ll encounter Egypt’s wonders, from the ancient capital of Egypt rich with antiquity, to towns along the great river that are brimming with local culture and spirit. Throughout your journey, you will be in the care of a seasoned AHI travel professional who will manage all the logistics, allowing you to relax and simply soak up the history, culture, and beauty of this captivating country.

During this journey you will:

- Witness the pyramids of Giza and the Valley of the Pyramids
- Visit Sakkara, home to the tomb of King Teti
- Marvel at Luxor Temple
- Journey into the Valleys of the Kings
- Explore the tombs of Valley of the Queens
- Enjoy a tour of Aswan
- Sail past the beautiful West Bank
- Experience the atmospheric Luxor market
- Experience the atmosphere of the Egyptian city of Edfu
- Visit the Temple of Dendera
- Take a tour of the stunning Abu Simbel

CABIN CATEGORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cabin Category</th>
<th>Full Price</th>
<th>Special Savings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Deck</td>
<td>$5,645</td>
<td>$250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Deck</td>
<td>$5,945</td>
<td>$320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Deck</td>
<td>$6,395</td>
<td>$395</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The cost includes economy class airfare to/from Cairo, full-board accommodation, daily guided tours and excursions, entry fees, aVOX headset, and transportation from and to Luxor. Land package not included. VAT and Port Tax supplement is an additional $395 per person.

To reserve your spot, contact AHI Travel at 1-800-323-7373.

May you enjoy the trip of a lifetime!
The story of travel involves more than just a physical passport, more than a step-by-step itinerary. Travel, at its most authentic, is about the relationships you form and the adventures you have in unexpected settings. It’s about that new friend you met on the Nile, or that person who introduced you to a local market in Cairo. The magic of travel is not so much in the destination itself, but in the journey you choose to make. This journey is yours, and you should have the freedom to design your own experience. 

Discover a contrast of fertile green valleys and desert banks, beauty along the Nile’s flood plains, the mystifying, iconic Sphinx that crouches nearby. The Great Pyramid of King Khufu out of approximately 2.5 million limestone blocks, it was built as transportation for a pharaoh in the afterlife. lakes, rivers and wetlands all around, the pharaohs and queens. With a minimum of 500,000 years old, intended to recreate the life and activity of the ancient city. Enjoy a belly-dancing performance this evening. 

**Day 2 |** Cairo | Giza | Sphinx | Pyramids of Giza

**Day 3 |** Cairo | Giza | Cairo Museum | Khan el-Khalili Bazaar | Luxor | Valley of the Kings

**Day 4 |** Sakkara | Giza | Cairo

**Day 5 |** Cairo | Luxor

**Day 6 |** Cruising | Edfu | Kom Ombo

**Day 7 |** Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan

**Day 8 |** Aswan | Cairo

**Day 9 |** Cairo | In Transit

**Day 10 |** Cairo | Alexandria | Departure

In this vast and ancient land, you’ll see beautiful paper being made by hand. Amazingly, the hieroglyphics that adorn the walls still spring to life, for the pharaohs and queens. You’ll see the superbly preserved murals in Amun-Ra’s temple, and gaze up at the well-preserved reliefs offer valuable details about ancient religious beliefs and political life. 

**Day 8 |** Aswan | Cairo

**Day 9 |** Cairo | In Transit

**Day 10 |** Cairo | Alexandria | Departure

In this vast and ancient land, you’ll see beautiful paper being made by hand. Amazingly, the hieroglyphics that adorn the walls still spring to life, for the pharaohs and queens. You’ll see the superbly preserved murals in Amun-Ra’s temple, and gaze up at the well-preserved reliefs offer valuable details about ancient religious beliefs and political life. 

**Day 8 |** Aswan | Cairo

**Day 9 |** Cairo | In Transit

**Day 10 |** Cairo | Alexandria | Departure

## ACTIVE TRAVEL for Cultural Explorers

- **Day 2 |** Cairo | Giza | Sphinx | Pyramids of Giza
- **Day 3 |** Cairo | Giza | Cairo Museum | Khan el-Khalili Bazaar | Luxor | Valley of the Kings
- **Day 4 |** Sakkara | Giza | Cairo
- **Day 5 |** Cairo | Luxor
- **Day 6 |** Cruising | Edfu | Kom Ombo
- **Day 7 |** Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan
- **Day 8 |** Aswan | Cairo
- **Day 9 |** Cairo | In Transit
- **Day 10 |** Cairo | Alexandria | Departure

## ACCOMMODATIONS

**SONESTA ST. GEORGE**

- **ACCOMMODATIONS**
  - **SONESTA ST. GEORGE**
    - **Luxor**
    - **Aswan**
    - **Cairo**
    - **Alexandria**
    - **Abu Simbel**

- **SONESTA ST. GEORGE**
  - **Cruise the Nile River in style aboard the Sonesta St. George I. Comfort and elegance are the hallmarks of these luxury properties for their prime locations. Our travel experts have carefully selected these luxury properties for their prime locations.**

- **Cruise the Nile River in style aboard the Sonesta St. George I. Comfort and elegance are the hallmarks of these luxury properties for their prime locations. Our travel experts have carefully selected these luxury properties for their prime locations.**

- **The Temple of Philae and the High Dam, an engineering marvel built in the 1960s. The Aswan High Dam is a huge concrete arch-gravity dam.**

- **Disembarkment.**
  - **Temple of Horus at Edfu.**
  - **The Temple of Kom Ombo.**
  - **The Temple of Luxor.**
  - **The Temple of Karnak.**
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Inspiring Moments
Above and cover photo: Giza beyond.

Delight in the green valleys and desert beauty along the Nile's hubbub of beauty before your eyes. The incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized care you receive from your Travel Director and Egyptologist, who call upon their extensive knowledge to bring to life the art, architecture, and history of the ancient world. The largest of the three Old Kingdom pyramids in the complex, it was built for the pharaoh Khufu out of approximately 2.3 million massive blocks of stone. Stand before the colossal statues of the pharaohs and gaze in wonder at the hanging mosque of Mohamed Ali and the Church of St. Sergius. And don't miss an exclusive visit specially arranged for you to the El-Nafeza Foundation, a cooperative workshop employing impoverished people, where bargaining is encouraged in an incredibly enriching experience.

A World Apart
The story of the ancient world as we know it today is a story of a city by the Nile: Cairo. This Great City, or even more precisely the city of Egypt, was a major center of civilization and a key stop on the ancient trade routes. It was a place where people from all over the world came to trade, learn, and explore. Today, Cairo's history and culture are on display for all to see. Whether you're interested in art, architecture, or culture, there's something for everyone in this incredible city.
Day 2 | Cairo, Egypt
Depart your gateway city for Cairo, Egypt.

Day 3 | Cairo
Upon arrival, transfer and check in to your hotel. Take the rest of the day free at leisure to settle in and explore the city at your own pace.

Day 4 | Cairo
Contemplate the Great Museum, surrounded by the most exquisite artifacts from the Pharaonic, Ptolemaic, and Roman eras, spanning 5,000 years of antiquity. Marvel at the vast collection of pharaohs and their treasures. The best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story begins here.

Day 5 | Cairo
Visit the necropolis, visit the Mastaba of Mereruka, the step-like tomb of the vizier. See the largest of the three Old Kingdom necropolises. Start your exploration of Egypt's treasure trove.

Day 6 | Aswan
This morning, the ship docks in Aswan for a Welcome Reception. After breakfast, check out of the hotel.

Day 7 | Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan
Explore the exhilarating and beautiful Temple of Ramses II at the majestic Colossi of Memnon. Indulge in a traditional Nubian show on the ship. This afternoon, the ship sails to Kom Ombo.

Day 8 | Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan
Visit the Temple of Sobek and Haroeris. After lunch, delight in an engaging discussion with an expert on ancient Egyptian farming. This evening, the ship sails to Luxor.

Day 9 | Luxor
After breakfast, check out of the hotel. Visit the temple of Horus at Edfu. This temple was dedicated to the god Horus and is one of the best-preserved temples in Egypt.

Day 10 | Luxor | Aswan
Visit the majestic Temple of Luxor, impressively situated on the Nile under the graceful sails of a felucca boat. This afternoon, the ship passes through the Esna Lock and sails to Luxor.

Day 11 | Luxor | Aswan
Explore the exhilarating and beautiful Temple of Ramses II at the majestic Colossi of Memnon. Indulge in a traditional Nubian show on the ship. This afternoon, the ship sails to Kom Ombo.

Day 12 | Cairo
Dayrooms are available for a final check-out and storage of luggage. Flights and transfers included for AHI FlexAir participants. Very early this morning, transfer to the airport for your flight back home.
Above: Deir el-Bahri | Luxor | Egypt

Day 5 | Luxor | Aswan

In the morning, enjoy a private tour through the Valley of the Kings, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Discover the tombs of ancient pharaohs and queens, including that of the legendary King Tutankhamen. Marvel at his gold and glittering treasures from the tomb of the "boy king." Then, head to the nearby Valley of the Queens, where you'll explore the tombs of nobles and their families. After lunch, visit the Valley of the Kings and Queens. Check out of the hotel and fly to Luxor.

Day 6 | Luxor | Aswan

Enjoy a traditional Nubian show on the ship. After your lunch on board, enjoy an engaging discussion about the ancient process of handcrafting paper with an expert from the historic Ben Ezra Synagogue. Then, marvel at the temple's gargantuan size and the mammoth feat of lining up its engraved drawings. After lunch, delight in an engaging discussion about this unique and fascinating process in the Egyptology Center. As the ship sails to Kom Ombo, explore the temple of Isis. The temple, dedicated to the goddess Isis, is thought to be over 4,500 years old, intended as transportation for a pharaoh in the afterlife. In the Solar Boat Museum, see a cedar vessel dating back to around 2000 B.C. and completed almost 200 years later. Its purpose is still a mystery, but the facts of its construction are indisputable. Experience the daily life of a pharaoh in the afterlife and marvel at the temple's symmetry and structure.

Day 7 | Aswan | Abu Simbel

This morning, enjoy a private tour of Abu Simbel, a magnificent temple complex carved into the granite cliffs. Visit the colossal statues of Ramses II, one dedicated to the crocodile-headed Sobek, and gaze up at the Temple of Hathor, one of the country's best preserved religious sites. After lunch, fly to Luxor. Transfer to Aswan's airport for your flight to Abu Simbel. Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Day 8 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Upon arrival, enjoy a traditional Nubian show on the ship. After lunch, delight in an engaging discussion about the ancient process of handcrafting paper. This afternoon, the ship sails to Kom Ombo. The temple, dedicated to the goddess Isis, is thought to be over 4,500 years old, intended as transportation for a pharaoh in the afterlife. In the Solar Boat Museum, see a cedar vessel dating back to around 2000 B.C. and completed almost 200 years later. Its purpose is still a mystery, but the facts of its construction are indisputable. Experience the daily life of a pharaoh in the afterlife and marvel at the temple's symmetry and structure.

Day 9 | Aswan | Abu Simbel

This morning, enjoy a private tour of Abu Simbel, a magnificent temple complex carved into the granite cliffs. Visit the colossal statues of Ramses II, one dedicated to the crocodile-headed Sobek, and gaze up at the Temple of Hathor, one of the country's best preserved religious sites. After lunch, fly to Luxor. Transfer to Aswan's airport for your flight to Abu Simbel. Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Day 10 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Upon arrival, enjoy a traditional Nubian show on the ship. After lunch, delight in an engaging discussion about the ancient process of handcrafting paper. This afternoon, the ship sails to Kom Ombo. The temple, dedicated to the goddess Isis, is thought to be over 4,500 years old, intended as transportation for a pharaoh in the afterlife. In the Solar Boat Museum, see a cedar vessel dating back to around 2000 B.C. and completed almost 200 years later. Its purpose is still a mystery, but the facts of its construction are indisputable. Experience the daily life of a pharaoh in the afterlife and marvel at the temple's symmetry and structure.

Day 11 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

This morning, enjoy a private tour of Abu Simbel, a magnificent temple complex carved into the granite cliffs. Visit the colossal statues of Ramses II, one dedicated to the crocodile-headed Sobek, and gaze up at the Temple of Hathor, one of the country's best preserved religious sites. After lunch, fly to Luxor. Transfer to Aswan's airport for your flight to Abu Simbel. Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Day 12 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Upon arrival, enjoy a traditional Nubian show on the ship. After lunch, delight in an engaging discussion about the ancient process of handcrafting paper. This afternoon, the ship sails to Kom Ombo. The temple, dedicated to the goddess Isis, is thought to be over 4,500 years old, intended as transportation for a pharaoh in the afterlife. In the Solar Boat Museum, see a cedar vessel dating back to around 2000 B.C. and completed almost 200 years later. Its purpose is still a mystery, but the facts of its construction are indisputable. Experience the daily life of a pharaoh in the afterlife and marvel at the temple's symmetry and structure.

Day 13 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

This morning, enjoy a private tour of Abu Simbel, a magnificent temple complex carved into the granite cliffs. Visit the colossal statues of Ramses II, one dedicated to the crocodile-headed Sobek, and gaze up at the Temple of Hathor, one of the country's best preserved religious sites. After lunch, fly to Luxor. Transfer to Aswan's airport for your flight to Abu Simbel. Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Day 14 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Upon arrival, enjoy a traditional Nubian show on the ship. After lunch, delight in an engaging discussion about the ancient process of handcrafting paper. This afternoon, the ship sails to Kom Ombo. The temple, dedicated to the goddess Isis, is thought to be over 4,500 years old, intended as transportation for a pharaoh in the afterlife. In the Solar Boat Museum, see a cedar vessel dating back to around 2000 B.C. and completed almost 200 years later. Its purpose is still a mystery, but the facts of its construction are indisputable. Experience the daily life of a pharaoh in the afterlife and marvel at the temple's symmetry and structure.

Day 15 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

This morning, enjoy a private tour of Abu Simbel, a magnificent temple complex carved into the granite cliffs. Visit the colossal statues of Ramses II, one dedicated to the crocodile-headed Sobek, and gaze up at the Temple of Hathor, one of the country's best preserved religious sites. After lunch, fly to Luxor. Transfer to Aswan's airport for your flight to Abu Simbel. Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Day 16 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Upon arrival, enjoy a traditional Nubian show on the ship. After lunch, delight in an engaging discussion about the ancient process of handcrafting paper. This afternoon, the ship sails to Kom Ombo. The temple, dedicated to the goddess Isis, is thought to be over 4,500 years old, intended as transportation for a pharaoh in the afterlife. In the Solar Boat Museum, see a cedar vessel dating back to around 2000 B.C. and completed almost 200 years later. Its purpose is still a mystery, but the facts of its construction are indisputable. Experience the daily life of a pharaoh in the afterlife and marvel at the temple's symmetry and structure.

Day 17 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

This morning, enjoy a private tour of Abu Simbel, a magnificent temple complex carved into the granite cliffs. Visit the colossal statues of Ramses II, one dedicated to the crocodile-headed Sobek, and gaze up at the Temple of Hathor, one of the country's best preserved religious sites. After lunch, fly to Luxor. Transfer to Aswan's airport for your flight to Abu Simbel. Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Day 18 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Upon arrival, enjoy a traditional Nubian show on the ship. After lunch, delight in an engaging discussion about the ancient process of handcrafting paper. This afternoon, the ship sails to Kom Ombo. The temple, dedicated to the goddess Isis, is thought to be over 4,500 years old, intended as transportation for a pharaoh in the afterlife. In the Solar Boat Museum, see a cedar vessel dating back to around 2000 B.C. and completed almost 200 years later. Its purpose is still a mystery, but the facts of its construction are indisputable. Experience the daily life of a pharaoh in the afterlife and marvel at the temple's symmetry and structure.

Day 19 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

This morning, enjoy a private tour of Abu Simbel, a magnificent temple complex carved into the granite cliffs. Visit the colossal statues of Ramses II, one dedicated to the crocodile-headed Sobek, and gaze up at the Temple of Hathor, one of the country's best preserved religious sites. After lunch, fly to Luxor. Transfer to Aswan's airport for your flight to Abu Simbel. Aswan | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Day 20 | Abu Simbel | Aswan

Upon arrival, enjoy a traditional Nubian show on the ship. After lunch, delight in an engaging discussion about the ancient process of handcrafting paper. This afternoon, the ship sails to Kom Ombo. The temple, dedicated to the goddess Isis, is thought to be over 4,500 years old, intended as transportation for a pharaoh in the afterlife. In the Solar Boat Museum, see a cedar vessel dating back to around 2000 B.C. and completed almost 200 years later. Its purpose is still a mystery, but the facts of its construction are indisputable. Experience the daily life of a pharaoh in the afterlife and marvel at the temple's symmetry and structure.
Above and cover photo: Giza beyond.

Delight in the bazaar, only remaining Wonder and dazzling treasures. Standing in awe in a hushed Temple in Abu Simbel.

ANCIENT SITES

Art | Architecture | Culture | History | Antiquity

Memories on this intoxicating, once-in-a-lifetime adventure! We bring together top specialists to create an incredibly enriching experience. With these specialists at your side, thrill to wonderful discoveries and/or uneven surfaces. Your personal travel story should weave together discovery, education and humanity, as it is designed for people who are in good health and can comfortably participate in the best elements of any compelling tale. Your personal travel story preserves Egypt's ancient cultural heritage through the walls of the Citadel, a medieval fortress of Cairo.

**AHI Connects:**
- Stop at the historic Ben Ezra Synagogue.
- Visit the El-Nafeza Foundation, a cooperative workshop employing impoverished people,
- Explore the home of Djoser, considered the first pyramid.
- Visit the colossal statues of Ramses II.
- Explore the incomparable value of your journey lies in the personalized and active program your Travel Director allows you to immerse yourself in local life.

**ACTIVE TRAVEL for Cultural Explorers**

*Walking and/or uneven surfaces: walking or climbing in/out of excursion boats is designed for people who are in good health and can comfortably participate in the best elements of any compelling tale.*

Discovery: Your Travel Director will provide information on how to book in-person classes and/or workshops at the El-Nafeza Foundation. Your Travel Director will provide information on how to book in-person classes and/or workshops at the El-Nafeza Foundation to provide a learning experience on the creation of paper and papyrus in antiquity. Your Travel Director will provide information on how to book in-person classes and/or workshops at the El-Nafeza Foundation to provide a learning experience on the creation of paper and papyrus in antiquity. Your Travel Director will provide information on how to book in-person classes and/or workshops at the El-Nafeza Foundation to provide a learning experience on the creation of paper and papyrus in antiquity. Your Travel Director will provide information on how to book in-person classes and/or workshops at the El-Nafeza Foundation to provide a learning experience on the creation of paper and papyrus in antiquity.

**Accommodations:**

Cruise the Nile River in style aboard the Sonesta St. George I. Comfort and elegance are the prevailing themes in the ship’s common areas and staterooms. Wi-Fi is available.

Visit the colossal statues of Ramses II.

**Day 6 | Cairo | Luxor**

Visit the Valley of the Kings and Valley of the Queens. Explore the majestic Temple of Queen Hatshepsut and the iconic Colossi of Memnon. The Temple of Luxor is dedicated to the crocodile-headed Sobek.

**Day 7 | Luxor | Kom Ombo | Aswan**

**Day 8 | Edfu | Kom Ombo | Aswan**

**Day 9 | Aswan**

**Day 10 | Aswan to Cairo**

**Day 11 | Cairo | Luxor | Aswan to Cairo**

**Day 12 | Cairo | In Transit**

**Day 13 | Cairo | In Transit**
Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Thank you for considering a trip with AHI Travel. This program offers an opportunity to explore ancient Egypt with a knowledgeable guide and will include visits to major sites such as the Great Pyramids of Giza, Luxor, and Aswan. The program aims to provide an immersive experience that allows you to connect with the culture, heritage, and history of this captivating country.

Throughout your journey, an experienced Travel Director will manage all the logistics, allowing you to relax and soak up the culture, heritage and history.

The program has been thoughtfully designed to connect you to the people, places and culture of this captivating country. During this 10-night experience focused on the antiquities of ancient Egypt, you will visit the Pyramids of Giza, the Sphinx, the Great Sphinx of Giza, and the Valley Temples. You will also enjoy a trip to Abu Simbel to see the temple of Pharaoh Ramses II. The cruise portion of the trip will include visits to the Temples of Edfu, Kom Ombo, Luxor, and Aswan.

The program will include 10 breakfasts, 8 lunches, and 5 dinners, along with a farewell dinner on board the ship. There will be free time to pursue your own interests, and a knowledgeable and licensed professional will be there to answer any questions you may have during the trip.

Let us arrange your flights with AHI FlexAir. This service allows you to stay with your group at the airport and can save you money over the standard airfare. You will have the option to select your own seat assignments, and you will have the flexibility to change your flights without penalty.

For more information or to register for this program, please contact AHI Travel at 800-323-7373 or visit the website at www.ahitrip.com. We look forward to welcoming you on this once-in-a-lifetime experience.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]
Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Studying how the past impacts the present as a professor of Political Science, I was inspired to plan this trip to ancient Egypt.

If you get the chance to visit Egypt, you will be inspired by the grandeur of the ancient civilization. This tour offers an opportunity to learn about the history of the country and see the magnificent architecture of ancient Egypt.

The tour includes a visit to the Great Pyramids of Giza, the Valley of the Kings, and the Sphinx. You will also have the opportunity to explore the temples of Luxor and Aswan, and visit the Nile River.

The tour is led by experienced travel directors who will attend to every detail of your journey. You will be accompanied by a knowledgeable Egyptologist who will manage all the logistics, allowing you to relax and enjoy the trip.

The trip includes round-trip flights to Cairo and return, transfers, and all meals during the trip. The itinerary includes a visit to the Egyptian Museum, the Temple of Karnak, and the Temple of Luxor.

The trip is priced at $5,945 per person, which includes airfare, accommodations, meals, and all activities. The trip will take place from January 14-25, 2020.

I hope you will join us on this exciting adventure.

Sincerely,

Steven David
Professor of Political Science
Johns Hopkins University
January 14-25, 2020

LAND | CRUISE PROGRAM

Category-Deck

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Full Price</th>
<th>Special Savings</th>
<th>Special Price*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Deck</td>
<td>$9,650</td>
<td>$8,480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Deck</td>
<td>$9,480</td>
<td>$8,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper Deck</td>
<td>$9,300</td>
<td>$8,120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Enclosed is a deposit of ________ ($600 pp required) to reserve ______ place(s).

Signature___________________________________________ Date_________________

Let us arrange your flights!

AHI Flights:

1. Non-stop flights from your home city, and back to either New York or Los Angeles.
2. A personal VOX headset to hear your English-speaking guide clearly.
3. Free time to pursue your own interests.
4. Free time to enjoy your own Sciences, and one additional day at each of the three locations.

AHI Cruise Excursion:

1. Discovery excursions:
   - Visit Sakkara, home to the tomb of King Teti.
   - Sail to the temple complex at Philae.
   - Enjoy an exclusive look at the Nubian Monuments.
   - View the antiquities of the Luxor Museum.
   - Visit Ancient Thebes.

AHI Travel Expenses:

- Accommodations and meals on board the cruise, including all shore excursions
- Airport transfers to and from the cruise ship
- Flight taxes and surcharges
- Optional additional expenses

AHI: 800-323-7373                                           www.alumni.jhu.edu

Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Thank you for your interest in joining us on this extraordinary journey to the Nile. We are proud to offer this experience of a lifetime from Cairo to Luxor, exploring the ancient treasures of Egypt’s Nile Valley.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

[Name]
Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Discover the hidden treasures of Egypt, where history and culture come to life! Join this spectacular cruise of the Nile river from Cairo, the ancient capital of Egypt, and see the wonders of Luxor and Aswan. Explore the Valley of the Kings, the Temples of Karnak, and the dynamic city of Hurghada. This exciting and immersive experience will allow you to explore the rich heritage and history of ancient Egypt.

Our expert Egyptologist will guide you every step of the way, ensuring you have the best possible experience. From the ancient pyramids to the tranquil waters of the Nile, you’ll be taken on a journey of discovery that will leave you with a lifetime of memories.

Whether you’re a first-time visitor or a seasoned traveler, this trip is perfect for those who want to see the best of Egypt in a comfortable and luxurious setting. With a maximum of 28 travelers, you’ll have plenty of opportunity to connect with fellow guests and share your experiences.

Don’t miss out on this incredible opportunity to explore the secrets of ancient Egypt. Reserve your spot today and embark on a journey of a lifetime!

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Date

I understand the conditions stated in this brochure and submit my reservation.

Signature___________________________________________ Date_________________

Downloadable Programming Options

- All transfers in the Land | Cruise program:
  - arrival and departure transfers, and any airline fees or
  - travel insurance

Let us arrange your flights!

AHI: 800-323-7373                                           www.alumni.jhu.edu

| 1 night | 1 night |
|__________|__________|
| B-Middle Deck | AHI Flex | $5,645 | $250 | $5,395 |
| AHI Upper Deck | AHI Flex | $5,895 | $250 | $5,645 |

| 1 night | 1 night |
|__________|__________|
| B-Middle Deck | AHI Flex | $7,295 | $250 | $7,045 |
| AHI Upper Deck | AHI Flex | $7,535 | $250 | $7,285 |

1. CRUISE OPTIONS: These prices are subject to change and will be reviewed prior to departure.
2. FLIGHT OPTIONS: Flights are not included in these cruise prices. Flight prices are subject to change and will be reviewed prior to departure.
3. CANCELLATION POLICY: All reservations are subject to a $300 per person administrative fee. You may choose, at the time of cancellation, to apply the withheld amount to a future AHI Travel program that will operate in the current calendar year or year following. The administrative fee is non-refundable and non-transferable. It is not valid toward the purchase of an AHI Cruises independent program (i.e., not as part of the initial deposit). 

AHI: 800-323-7373                                           www.alumni.jhu.edu

1. CRUISE OPTIONS: These prices are subject to change and will be reviewed prior to departure.
2. FLIGHT OPTIONS: Flights are not included in these cruise prices. Flight prices are subject to change and will be reviewed prior to departure.
3. CANCELLATION POLICY: All reservations are subject to a $300 per person administrative fee. You may choose, at the time of cancellation, to apply the withheld amount to a future AHI Travel program that will operate in the current calendar year or year following. The administrative fee is non-refundable and non-transferable. It is not valid toward the purchase of an AHI Cruises independent program (i.e., not as part of the initial deposit).